
1/20/67 

Lear Ted, 

Thonks for your note. May I suggest that if you think in2 terms of 
conspiracy you think in terns of what kind or kinds and to do whet': For example, 
would you consider the essesoinetion a conspiracy. What happened to Oswald when he 
wes in the hinds of public: authoritye 'Tat heepened in tha official investigation' 
Axv these all related' Is it poeeible some parts might be conspiracies end some 
might not I have no doubt there was a conseirecy to murder. Vrom there on the 
evidence is more terucus. 

-6y the tine you get to V;eshineton the working papers of the staff will be 
eveilable, end especially if your btother cen help you, there will be many thiage 
you can do, cyite probably orieinel things. 

This may by thet time else be true in Danes, but I'd suggest you not go 
there rithout 8 fixed ebjective in mind end a reesoueble expecteticn of suc2ess in ' 
.it. Especially if it involves interviewing eyswitneeses, who 'seem reluctant .to be 
interviewed and who cen also be conditioned by the nature one direCtion eN the 
quaseioning to Which they ereesubjected. 

If there is en Wey in.  Which I 'cen help, of course I will. 

Have you theueht of any more limited specialization than the very 
breed question of conopirecy, which hes evertbnes that may not have occurred to 
you. I'm all for whet you are considering, but I are sug-esting you try and 
consider all its possible remifications so you you (Inn determine in sour ovnmind 
whether in ti time you will have you can really do whet you intend. Inheeent in 
thie ie the sueeestion litet if you ere not satisfied you can cenplete what you sot 
cut to do, you nieht went to specialize a bit more. Think it over. 	very good 
lecke 't is e worthwhile tinge, and fine of your university to be ennouregine it. 

Eincerele, 

Harold 'eisberg 
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